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Well dressed in varying scale and subtle color, these Style Basics keep selection simple. Two versatile patterns, Pleat and Taper, ground the design 
foundation in seven go-with-everything shades. Inspired by the fabric folds and narrowed lines of carefully constructed garments, this durable 
broadloom collection is made to be lived on, day and night.

PLEAT 5B110 in steel 11580 

TAPER 5B111 in steel 11580 



style pleat 5B110
style taper 5B111

rust 11855

driftwood 11760

wheat 11755



style pleat 5B110
style taper 5B111

cerulean 11427

steel 11580

ore 11230



chambray 11510

chambray 11510

style pleat 5B110

style taper 5B111



folder re-order 5B110-46C

© Shaw 2017, a Berkshire Hathaway Company    

This carpet is manufactured and sold for floorcovering use only. Chair pads are recommended under office chairs with roller casters in order to protect appearance retention and to avoid 
premature wear. Walk off tiles are recommended at building entrances. As with all carpets, colors are subject to dye lot variations. Shading is the result of pile distortion and often is described 
as “watermarking.” This does not constitute a manufacturing defect. To meet warranty requirements, approved adhesives and seam sealers must be used for glue-down application as outlined 
in the Shaw backing system brochure. Specifications are subject to nominal manufacturing variances. Material supply and/or manufacturing processes may necessitate specification changes 
without notice. This carpet is an exclusive design and may not be duplicated in any manner. use of this design in the creation of another carpet design is also strictly prohibited.
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specifications
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taperpleat

recommended installation
guest rooms and small offices only

taper
5B111
multi-level pattern cut / loop
eco solution Q® nylon
100% solution dyed
US units     metric units
32.0 oz/yd2       1,085 g/m2

12" x 12" 30.48 cm X 30.48 cm
1/10 39.4 per 10 cm
12.0 47 per 10 cm
0.133 in. 3.38 mm
8,662 oz./yd3 11.19 Kilotex
12 ft. 3.66 m
classicbac®

ssp® shaw soil protection
(ASTM E 648) class I
(ASTM E 662) less than 450 
less than 3.5 kv,
built-in permanent
conductive fiber
10 year commercial limited

pleat
5B110
multi-level pattern cut / loop
eco solution Q® nylon
100% solution dyed
US units     metric units
32.0 oz/yd2       1,085 g/m2

12" x 18" 30.48 cm X 45.72 cm
1/10 39.4 per 10 cm
12.0 47 per 10 cm
0.133 in. 3.38 mm
8,662 oz./yd3 11.19 Kilotex
12 ft. 3.66 m
classicbac®

ssp® shaw soil protection
(ASTM E 648) class I
(ASTM E 662) less than 450 
less than 3.5 kv,
built-in permanent
conductive fiber
10 year commercial limited

style name
style number
construction
fiber
dye method

tufted weight
pattern repeat
gauge
stitches per inch
finished pile thickness
average density
product size
secondary backing
protective treatment(s)
radiant panel
nbs smoke 
electrostatic propensity

warranty*

steel 11580

taper 5B111

steel 11580

a    CJ610 

b    5598D

a

a    CJ610 

b    5598D

a

*For detailed warranty information, please call 877.502.7429
 For the most accurate information on recycled content  
 please visit shawcontract.com 


